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1 Introduction
Suppose that T ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a null–homologous transverse knot in the closed
contact 3–manifold (Y, ξ). According to [12], there is an invariant T(T ) of
the transverse isotopy class of T , taking values in the knot Floer homology
group HFK−(−Y, T ) (introduced in [21, 27]). This invariant is defined us-
ing open book decompositions and Heegaard Floer homology. For the defi-
nition, we approximate T by a coherently oriented Legendrian knot L and
find an appropriate open book decomposition compatible with (Y, ξ, L). In
the Heegaard diagram corresponding to this open book decomposition there
is a distinguished intersection point, giving a generator of the chain complex
CFK−(−Y,L) for knot Floer homology. The element induces a homology class
L(Y, ξ, L) ∈ HFK−(−Y,L), called the Legendrian invariant of L. Since the
Legendrian invariant remains unchanged under negative stabilization, it can
be viewed as an invariant T(Y, ξ, T ) of the transverse knot T . This invariant
turns out to be an effective tool for studying Legendrian and transverse knots
in various contact 3–manifolds. The specialization U = 0 turns HFK−(−Y,L)
into ĤFK(−Y,L); the image of the invariant L(Y, ξ, L) (and T(Y, ξ, T )) under
this reduction is denoted by L̂(Y, ξ, L) (and T̂(Y, ξ, T ), resp.).
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The motivation for the Legendrian and transverse invariants comes from the
construction in [19], which gives an invariant for Legendrian and transverse
knots in the standard contact three-sphere, taking values in the combinatorial
knot Floer homology of [13, 14]; see also [9, 24] for other constructions and [15,
30] for related computations.
In this paper we show that the invariant L (and hence T) enjoys a simple
transformation rule under the change of the contact 3–manifold by contact
(+1)–surgery.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose that L,S ⊂ (Y, ξ) are disjoint Legendrian knots in the
contact 3–manifold (Y, ξ), with L null–homologous and oriented. Let (YS , ξS)
denote the contact 3–manifold we get by performing contact (+1)–surgery along
S , while LS will denote the Legendrian knot L viewed in (YS , ξS). Suppose
that LS is null–homologous in YS . The surgery gives rise to maps
FS,s : HFK
−(−Y,L)→ HFK−(−YS , LS),
where s is a Spinc structure on the cobordism W from Y to YS . There is a
unique s for which
FS,s(L(Y, ξ, L)) = L(YS, ξS , LS)
holds, and for all other Spinc structure s the map FS,s is trivial on L(Y, ξ, L).
A similar identity holds for the Legendrian invariant L̂ in ĤFK.
This has the following immediate consequence for the transverse invariant:
Corollary 1.2 Let T ⊂ (Y, ξ) be a null–homologous transverse knot and
S ⊂ (Y, ξ) a Legendrian knot disjoint from T . Let (YS , ξS , TS) denote the
result of the contact (+1)–surgery along S , and suppose that TS (the knot T
viewed in (YS , ξS)) is null–homologous in YS . Then there is a unique Spin
c
structure s for which FS,s(T(Y, ξ, T )) = T(YS , ξS , TS) and for all other Spin
c
structure s the map FS,s is trivial on T(T ). Similar statement holds for the
invariant T̂ in ĤFK.
This theorem simplifies the computation of L and T for many interesting cases,
allowing us to use it to distinguish transversely non–isotopic transverse knots in
the same knot type with the same self–linking number. Recall that a knot type is
said to be transversely simple if it has no such pairs of transverse representatives.
The first examples of transversely non–simple knot types were found by Etnyre-
Honda [7] and Birman-Menasco [3], and further examples were found in [15].
We will use Theorem 1.1 to show the following:
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Theorem 1.3 The Eliashberg–Chekanov twist knot En shown in Figure 1 is
not transversely simple for n odd and n > 3. In fact, for n odd there are
at least dn4 e transverse knots in the standard contact 3–sphere (S
3, ξst) with
self-linking number equal to 1, all topologically isotopic to En , yet not pairwise
transverse isotopic.
n half twists
...
Figure 1: The Eliashberg–Chekanov knot En .
As a special case, we have the following:
Corollary 1.4 The twist knot which is the mirror of 72 in Rolfsen’s table is
not transversely simple.
Proof The knot m(72) is the twist knot E5 from Figure 1; hence Theorem 1.3
applies with n = 5.
Remark 1.5 Recall that by defining and computing the Eliashberg–Chekanov
DGA for Legendrian representatives of the 52 knot, Chekanov [4] showed that
the knot type 52 is not Legendrian simple, that is, the knot type admits Legen-
drian representatives which are not Legendrian isotopic, though they do have
the same classical invariants (Thurston–Bennequin and rotation numbers). The
result was extended in [5] for all Eliashberg–Chekanov knots En (n ≥ 3 and
odd). Notice that the DGA’s used in these proofs vanish for stabilized knots,
hence generally these invariants cannot be used to distinguish Legendrian ap-
proximations of transverse knots. The question of whether or not 52 is trans-
versely simple remains open. 1
In fact, the same proof leads to finding further transversely non–simple two-
bridge knots in the standard contact 3–sphere; the precise statement is deferred
1In fact, very recently, a classification of the Legendrian and transverse isotopy
classes of En has been announced in [6]
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to Section 5. The proof of Theorem 1.3, resting on the transformation rule given
by Theorem 1.1, uses two further ingredients, which we spell out next.
Suppose that F is a fixed Seifert surface for L. The invariant L(L) ∈ HFK−(−Y,L)
admits an Alexander grading AF (L(L)) and (provided the Spin
c structure of
the contact structure has torsion first Chern class) a Maslov grading M(L(L)).
The Thurston–Bennequin and rotation numbers tb(L) and rotF (L) of the null–
homologous Legendrian knot L can be defined in the standard way, cf. Sec-
tion 4. The relationship between these numerical invariants of L(L) and L is
given as follows:
Theorem 1.6 Let L ⊂ (Y, ξ) be a Legendrian knot in the contact 3–manifold
(Y, ξ) and suppose that F is a Seifert surface for L. Then, the chain L(L) ∈
CFK−(−Y,L) is supported in Alexander grading
2AF (L(L)) = tb(L)− rotF (L) + 1. (1.1)
If c1(ξ) is torsion, then the Maslov grading of L(L) is determined by
2A(L(L)) −M(L(L)) = d3(ξ), (1.2)
where d3(ξ) is the 3–dimensional invariant (also known as the Hopf invariant)
of the 2–plane field underlying the contact structure ξ .
Since the self–linking number slF (T ) of a transverse knot T can be computed
from its Legendrian approximation L as
slF (T ) = tb(L)− rotF (L),
we get the following:
Corollary 1.7 For a contact 3–manifold (Y, ξ) and transverse knot T the
transverse invariant T(T ) has Alexander grading AF (T(T )) =
1
2(slF (T ) + 1)
and (provided c1(ξ) is torsion) Maslov grading M(T(T )) = sl(T ) + 1 − d3(ξ).
Similar identities hold for the invariant in ĤFK.
The second ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is a refinement of the invari-
ant defined in [12]. Recall, that L(L) was only defined up to graded automor-
phisms of the ambient knot Floer homology group HFK−(−Y,L). By defining
the action of the mapping class group MCG(Y,L) of the knot complement on
the knot Floer homology, we will show that the Legendrian isotopy class of
L gives rise to an element in HFK−(−Y,L)/ ±MCG(Y,L) rather than in its
quotient HFK−(−Y,L)/Aut(Y,L) (here, by ±MCG(Y,L) we are emphasizing
that we divide out also by the automorphism gotten by multiplication by −1).
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Since ±MCG(Y,L) is typically much smaller than Aut(Y,L), this lift enables
us to use the invariant much more effectively. By using F = Z/2Z–coefficients,
the action of −1 can be ignored, and in the following we will apply this choice
of coefficient groups. The precise formulation of the Heegaard Floer theoretic
result showing the existence of the MCG–action will be given in Section 6.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the collection of pre-
liminary results, and an explanation how the invariant is lifted from HFK−/Aut
to HFK−/ ±MCG. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 3, and we
verify the formulae computing the Alexander and Maslov gradings of L in Sec-
tion 4. We study Eliashberg–Chekanov knots — and certain further two–bridge
knots — in Section 5, and in particular give the proof of Theorem 1.3. Finally
in Section 6 the necessary Heegaard Floer theoretic discussion for defining the
action of MCG(Y,L) on the knot Floer groups is given.
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2 Preliminaries
We review some of the constructions which will be used throughout the paper.
2.1 Knot Floer homology
We set up notation for knot Floer homology, following [21] (see also [27]). Let
Σ be a closed, oriented surface of genus g , and α = {α1, ..., αg} be a g–
tuple of homologically linearly independent, pairwise disjoint circles; and let
β = {β1, ..., βg} be another such g–tuple of circles. The triple (Σ, α, β) is a
Heegaard diagram specifying a closed, oriented 3–manifold Y , built as follows.
We start with the zero-handle, and then regard the α–curves as belt circles of
1–handles attached to this zero-handle, and the β–curves as attaching circles
of 2–handles. To complete Y , we attach the unique 3-handle.
Fixing two points z, w ∈ Σ in the complement of the α– and β–curves, an
oriented knot K ⊂ Y is specified as follows. Connect z to w by a standardly
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embedded arc disjoint from the attaching disks in the handlebody determined
by the α–curves and w to z by such an arc in the handlebody of the β–curves.
Notice that the definition, in fact, equips K with an orientation. Consider
Symg(Σ), equipped with the totally real submanifolds
Tα = α1 × ...× αg and Tβ = β1 × ...× βg.
A suitable adaptation of Lagrangian Floer homology in this context results in
the knot Floer homology groups HFK−(Y,K), which are the homology groups
of a chain complex CFK−(Y,K) defined over F[U ], which is freely generated
by intersection points Tα ∩ Tβ . In the case where Y is a rational homology
three-sphere, these groups are bigraded,
HFK−(Y,K) = ⊕
d∈Q,s∈Spinc(Y,K)HFK
−
d (Y,K, s),
where d is the Maslov grading and s, which runs through relative Spinc struc-
tures on Y −K , is the Alexander grading. In cases where Y is not a rational
homology sphere, we impose the assumption that K is null-homologous, and
we work with Heegaard diagrams satisfying suitable admissibility hypotheses as
in [23]. Even under these hypotheses, when b1(Y ) > 0, the Maslov grading is
no longer a rational number (except when we consider relative Spinc structures
whose first Chern class is torsion). Unless otherwise stated, we will work with
F = Z/2Z coefficients.
2.2 Legendrian invariants
We briefly recall the construction of the Legendrian invariant from [12] (compare
also [10, 24]).
For a Legendrian knot L in a contact 3–manifold (Y, ξ) a Heegaard decompo-
sition adapted to this situation can be found by the following recipe. Choose
an open book decomposition of Y compatible with the contact structure ξ in
such a way that L is a homologically essential curve on one of the pages of the
open book. Such choice is possible, as can be easily verified either by the ap-
plication of Giroux’s algorithm for constructing open book decompositions for
contact 3–manifolds through contact cell–decompositions, or by the algorithm
of Akbulut and Ozbagci [1], cf. also [2]. The open book decomposition, in turn,
provides a Heegaard decomposition, with Heegaard surface given as the union
of two pages P+1 and P−1 of the open book, and α– and β–curves given by
the following procedure. Choose arcs ai for i = 1, . . . , n in the page P+1 of the
open book which are disjoint and represent a basis of H1(P+1, ∂P+1); i.e., by
cutting P+1 open along the ai we get a disk. Let bi be a slight perturbation
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of ai , chosen so that bi is disjoint from all aj with j 6= i, and intersects ai
transversely in a single intersection point with orientation +1, as pictured in
Figure 2 (cf. also [10, 12]). In the presence of L, the system {ai} can be chosen
a
P
ii b
Figure 2: The arcs ai and bi .
in a way that only a1 intersects L, and this intersection is a single transverse
point. Let us take αi to be the union of ai with its image under the identity
map on the opposite page P−1 , while βi is the union of bi together with its
image under the monodromy map φ (regarded as a map φ : P+1 → P−1 ) of the
open book decomposition. Clearly, P+1 − a1 − ... − an − b1 − ... − bn consists
of 2n + 1 components. For each i = 1, ..., n, we have two components whose
boundary consists of an arc in ai , an arc in bi , and an arc in ∂P+1 . There is
one remaining component (whose boundary meets all the ai and bi ), and we
place the basepoint w in this region. Moreover, we place z in one of the two
remaining components meeting a1 and b1 . We choose this component so that
the induced orientation coincides with the given orientation of the Legendrian
knot L. (Recall that we obtain an orientation on L by orienting its subarc
in P+1 − a1 − ... − an so as to go from w to z .) In this manner, we obtain
a doubly–pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ, α, β, w, z) for the oriented Legendrian
knot L ⊂ Y .
Definition 2.1 The doubly–pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ, α, β, w, z) con-
structed above is said to be adapted to the open book decomposition represented
by the surface P , monodromy map φ, and Legendrian knot L ⊂ (Y, ξ).
Remark 2.2 Notice that z and w specify a smooth isotopy class of knots by
connecting z to w on P through a1 and w to z through b1 . In fact, these
data uniquely specify a Legendrian isotopy class of Legendrian knots, as it is
shown in [12, Theorem 2.7].
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Following the convention of [10], we reverse the roles of the α– and the β–
circle, hence we examine the Heegaard decomposition (Σ, β, α). Such a change
reverses the orientation of the knot, hence in order to keep the given orientation
of the knot, we also switch the roles of z and w , giving (Σ, β, α, z, w). With
the reversal of the roles of the α– and β–circles, the distinguished intersection
point x = (a1∩ b1, . . . , an∩ bn) ∈ Tα∩Tβ becomes be a cycle in CFK
−(−Y,L).
In [12] it was shown that the homology class L(L) ∈ HFK−(−Y,L) represented
by x is independent of the choices made in its definition, i.e., from the choice of
the adapted open book decomposition and the basis {a1, . . . , an}. In addition,
if L1, L2 are Legendrian isotopic Legendrian knots, then there is an isomor-
phism HFK−(−Y,L1) → HFK
−(−Y,L2) mapping L(L1) to L(L2). Viewing
HFK−(−Y,L) as an abstract group, the element L(L1) is therefore defined
only up to identification of HFK−(−Y,L1) with HFK
−(−Y,L2), providing the
following:
Theorem 2.3 ([12]) The element L(L) is an invariant of the oriented Leg-
endrian knot L, with values in the graded module HFK−(−Y,L), modulo its
graded automorphisms. For a transverse knot T and Legendrian approximation
L, the class L(L) (being invariant under negative stabilization) is an invariant
T(T ) ∈ HFK−(−Y,L)/Aut(HFK−(−Y,L))
of the transverse isotopy class of T .
The above theorem supplies an invariant in knot Floer homology, modulo auto-
morphisms. There are various strengthenings of the above statements, resulting
from the types of restrictions one can naturally place on the allowed automor-
phisms. An example of such strengthening was given in [12] for connected
sums. In a slightly different direction, on the crudest level, if T1 and T2 are
two different transverse realizations of the same knot, and T for one of them
vanishes while for the other does not, then the above theorem ensures that T1
and T2 are not transversely isotopic. But HFK
− has more algebraic structure
than merely a bigraded F[U ]–module: it is naturally the homology group of an
associated graded object of a filtered complex; as such, it comes equipped with
higher differentials. Thus, if T1 and T2 both have non–vanishing transverse
invariant, but d1(T(T1)) vanishes while d1(T(T2)) does not, then T1 and T2
are not transversely isotopic. This refined structure was used to distinguish
transversally non–isotopic knots in the combinatorial context in [15].
Sometimes such algebraic properties are insufficient to distinguish transverse
knots, and it becomes necessary to use more refined geometric tools. Below we
will describe the lift of the Legendrian invariant from HFK−/Aut to HFK−/±
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MCG. To this end, consider a knot K ⊂ Y and let Diff+(Y,K) denote the space
of diffeomorphisms from Y to itself which fix K pointwise (or, equivalently, fix
a point p on K ). Let Diff+0 (Y,K) be the set of those elements in Diff
+(Y,K)
which can be connected to the identity map (through a one–parameter family
of elements in Diff+(Y,K)). Let MCG(Y,K) denote the mapping class group
of a knot complement, that is,
MCG(Y,K) =
Diff+(Y,K)
Diff+0 (Y,K)
.
The tools of [25], adapted to the context of links, lead to an induced action
of MCG(Y,K) on HFK−(Y,K), which will be spelled out in Section 6. More
generally, a diffeomorphism of (Y,K, p) to (Y ′,K ′, p′) (where here p ∈ K ⊂ Y
and p′ ∈ K ′ ⊂ Y ′ ) induces a well-defined map on HFK− . (See Theorem 6.6,
and the remarks afterwards.) This concept leads us to the following refinement
of Theorem 2.3:
Theorem 2.4 If L ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a null–homologous Legendrian knot resp.
T ⊂ (Y, ξ) is a null–homologous transverse knot, then the invariant L(L),
resp. T(T ) naturally takes values in HFK−(−Y,L)/ ±MCG(Y,L); i.e. if L1
and L2 are Legendrian resp. transverse realizations of the same knot type K
whose invariants L resp. T lie in different orbits in HFK−(−Y,K) under the
group generated by multiplication by −1 and the mapping class group action
of the knot complement, then L1 and L2 are not Legendrian resp. transversely
isotopic.
Proof Fix a knot L ⊂ Y in the knot type K , and fix a point p ∈ L, and
consider HFK−(−Y,L, p). For a Legendrian representative L1 of K and a point
p1 ∈ L1 , consider an isotopy ϕt between (L, p) and (L1, p1) with time-one map
ϕ1 inducing the isomorphism (ϕ1)∗ : HFK
−(−Y,L1, p1)→ HFK
−(−Y,L, p) on
the knot Floer homologies. Consider the image of L(L1) (defined up to a
multiplication by (−1)) in HFK−(−Y,L, p); this element will depend on the
chosen isotopy ϕt . Another isotopy ψt will give rise to another identification
(ψ1)∗ , for which the composition (ψ1)∗ ◦ (ϕ1)
−1
∗ is the action of the mapping
class ψ1 ◦ ϕ
−1
1 ∈ MCG(−Y,L) on HFK
−(−Y,L, p). Therefore the element
(ϕ1)∗(L(L1)) is well–defined up to the action of ±MCG(−Y,L).
Suppose that (L2, p2) is another Legendrian knot with the property that L1
and L2 are Legendrian isotopic, and let ζt be the Legendrian isotopy between
L1 and L2 . Note that for any Legendrian knot L0 and p, p
′ ∈ L0 , (L0, p) and
(L0, p
′) are Legendrian isotopic (as can be verified using contact Hamiltonian
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functions). Thus, we can assume that the time-one map ζ1 carries p1 to p2 .
Therefore, we have an induced map (ζ1)∗ : HFK
−(−Y,L1) → HFK
−(−Y,L2),
which by [12, Corollary 3.6] maps L(L1) to L(L2). Hence the composition of
the isotopies shows that the ±MCG(−Y,L)–orbit of the image of L(L1) is equal
to the ±MCG(−Y,L)–orbit of the image of L(L2), concluding the proof. When
using Z/2Z–coefficients, multiplication by (−1) induces the trivial action, hence
L(L) is defined as an MCG(Y,L)–orbit in this case.
In the following (in order to keep the discussion simpler) we will still refer to
L as an element of the knot Floer homology HFK− , although the particular
element is just a representative of the corresponding ±MCG–orbit. Some of
the basic properties of L from [12] are summarized in the following:
Theorem 2.5 ([12]) If the contact invariant c(Y, ξ) is nonzero, then any
Legendrian knot L ⊂ (Y, ξ) has nonvanishing L–invariants. If c(Y, ξ) = 0 then
L(L) is a U –torsion class. If (Y, ξ) is overtwisted and L is a loose knot (that
is, Y − L is overtwisted) then L(L) = 0.
In fact, the nonvanishing result was shown by applying the map
HFK−(−Y,K, s) → ĤF(−Y, s)
given by the specialization U = 1, which maps the Legendrian invariant L(L)
to the contact invariant c(Y, ξ) of the contact structure (Y, ξ) of [24]. In [12]
a number of explicit computations for L(L) were given by choosing the ap-
propriate open book decompositions, and determining the homology class of
the intersection point x from a direct analysis of the chain complex. In the
next section we will show another way of computing L, which now will rely on
a transformation rule developed for contact (+1)–surgeries. In this argument
we will need to understand how knot Floer homology behaves under a map
associated to a surgery.
2.3 Maps induced by surgery
Suppose that Y is a three-manifold equipped with a framed knot C . Let Yf (C)
denote the three-manifold obtained as surgery with the prescribed framing f
along C in Y . The triple (Y,C, f) can be described by a Heegaard triple
(Σ, α, β, γ), where (Σ, α, β) gives Y and (Σ, α, γ) gives Yf (C). By count-
ing holomorphic triangles in Symg(Σ) with boundaries on the totally real tori
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Tα,Tβ and Tγ , and choosing a particular cycle in the chain complex of (Σ, β, γ),
we get a map
F̂C : ĤF(Y )→ ĤF(Yf (C)).
(It is shown in [25] that the map F̂C does not depend on the particular choices
and, in fact, is an invariant of the 4–dimensional surgery cobordism.)
If µ denotes a meridian for C , then we can think of f +µ as a new framing. In
fact, Yf+µ(C) can be regarded as surgery along a framed knot (C
′, f ′) ⊂ Yf (C)
and Y can be regarded as the result of a surgery along (C ′′, f ′′) ⊂ Yf+µ(C).
If Y1 , Y2 , and Y3 are three three–manifolds which are related in this manner,
i.e. Y1 = Y , Y2 = Yf (C), and Y3 = Yf+µ(C), then we say that the cyclically
ordered triple (Y1, Y2, Y3) forms a distinguished triangle. Note that the roles
of Y , Yf (C), and Yf+µ(C) are cyclically symmetric. In fact, all three three-
manifolds are obtained by Dehn filling the same three-manifold M with torus
boundary along three different surgery slopes, which meet pairwise in a single
point. According to [22], the maps F̂C , F̂C′ and F̂C′′ fit into an exact triangle.
This construction can be refined to the case of knot Floer homology, as in [21].
Specifically, suppose that K ⊂ Y − C is a null–homologous knot. In this case,
K naturally induces a null–homologous knot K ′ inside Yf (C), and C gives rise
to the map
F̂C : ĤFK(Y,K) −→ ĤFK(Yf (C),K
′)
on knot Floer homology groups. Since the assumption of K ⊂ Y − C being
null–homologous implies that the linking number of K with C is trivial, the
induced map also preserves Alexander grading, see [21, Proposition 8.1].
Definition 2.6 Suppose that C ⊂ Y is a framed knot and K ⊂ Y−C is a null–
homologous knot (i.e. one whose linking number with C is trivial). K can be
thought of as a knot in Y , in Yf (C) (denoted by K
′ ), or in Yf+µ(C) (denoted
by K ′′ ). We call the triple of knots {(Y,K), (Yf (C),K
′), (Yf+µ(C),K
′′)} a
distinguished triangle of knots.
Note once again that the roles of the three knots in a distinguished triangle are
cyclically symmetric. The surgery exact triangle of [22] then has the following
extension:
Theorem 2.7 [21, Theorem 8.2] If {(Y1,K1), (Y2,K2), (Y3,K3)} is a distin-
guished triange of knots, then the corresponding Alexander grading preserving
maps fit into an exact triangle
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ĤFK(Y1,K1) ĤFK(Y2,K2)
ĤFK(Y3,K3)
F̂1
F̂2F̂3
Remark 2.8 Notice that the independence of the maps F̂i on the chosen
Heegaard triple is not claimed above — although it is plausible to expect that
these maps will depend only on the 4–dimensional cobordism defined by the
surgery, cf. also [29]. In our arguments we will use only the construction of
these maps (given by counting holomorphic triangles) and the exactness of the
triangle associated to a distinguished triangle.
The map F̂C on ĤFK defined by counting pseudo-holomorphic triangles can
be extended to the case of HFK− as well, to define a map
FC,s : HFK
−(Y )→ HFK−(Yf (C)).
Just as in the case for closed three-manifolds, in order for this map to be well-
defined, we must fix a Spinc -equivalence class of pseudo-holomorphic triangle
on the surgery cobordism. For the case of ĤFK, this choice can be omitted,
with the understanding that F̂C is obtained as a sum over all such choices. In
the case of ĤFK this is allowed since the map on ĈF is trivial for all but finitely
many Spinc -equivalence classes of maps (compare [25, Theorem 3.3]); but again
just as in the closed case, this is no longer the case for HFK− , and a choice of
a Spinc structure s on the 4–dimensional surgery cobordism is necessary.
3 The effect of contact (+1)–surgery on the Legen-
drian invariant
Consider now a null–homologous Legendrian knot L ⊂ (Y, ξ) and another Leg-
endrian knot S ⊂ (Y, ξ) (disjoint from L), and perform Legendrian (+1)–
surgery along S . The resulting contact 3–manifold (YS , ξS) obviously con-
tains L as a Legendrian knot, denoted by LS ; suppose that LS is still null–
homologous in YS . (This condition holds, for example, if the linking number of
L and S is zero.) Let us choose an open book decomposition which is adapted
to (Y, ξ, S, L) as in Definition 2.1; that is, the open book decomposition is
compatible with the contact structure ξ and contains S,L on one of its pages.
We can further assume that S and L are homologically essential in the page
P , represent different homology elements, and the complement of S in P is
connected.
The open book decomposition gives rise to a Heegaard diagram (Σ, α, β, w, z):
the Heegaard surface Σ is the union of two pages P+1 and P−1 , which are
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oriented oppositely and the α– and β–curves on P+1 ∪ (−P−1) are defined as
αi = ai ∪ ai and βi = bi ∪ φ(bi), where φ represents the monodromy of the
open book, {ai} is a basis in P+1 intersecting L in a unique point, and x 7→ x
represents the (orientation-reversing) identification between P+1 and (−P−1).
Recall that the Legendrian invariant L(L) is represented by the intersection
point
x0 =
g∏
i=1
(bi ∩ ai) ∈ Tβ ∩ Tα,
now thought of as a generator for CFK−(−Y,L), specified by the Heegaard
diagram (Σ, β, α, z, w).
Since L and S are distinct in homology, we can assume that a1 intersects
L transversely in a unique point (and it is disjoint from S ), a2 intersects S
transversely in a unique point (and it is disjoint from L), and ai for i > 2 are
disjoint from both L and S . By our choice, the open book decomposition gives
a compatible open book for (YS , ξS , LS) as well: just compose the monodromy
φ with the left–handed Dehn twist D−1S (corresponding to the fact that we per-
form contact (+1)–surgery) along S . This results in a change of the Heegaard
diagram for (Y,L) by applying the Dehn twist DS to all φ(bi) intersecting S
on P−1 . In the resulting diagram it is rather complicated to detect the effect
of the handle attachment.
To simplify matters, we set up things slightly differently, as follows. Consider
the doubly–pointed Heegaard diagram (Σ, α, γ, w, z), where here the basepoints
w and z are placed adjacent to a1 and b1 as before. The curve γ2 is a small
perturbation of DS(b2) ∪ φ(b2), while for i 6= 2, γi is a small perturbation of
βi . Although (Σ, α, γ, w, z) does represent (YS , LS), it is not adapted to the
Legendrian knot LS ⊂ (YS , ξS), in the sense of Defintion 2.1. However, if we
consider the Heegaard diagram (Σ, δ, γ, w, z) where here δi are suitable small
perturbations of the αi for all i 6= 2, while δ2 is a perturbation of DS(a2) ∪
DS(a2), then it is easy to see that (Σ, δ, γ, w, z) is an adapted Heegaard diagram
for (YS , ξS , LS), in the sense of Definition 2.1.
The invariant L(L) ∈ CFK−(−Y,L) is represented by a cycle x0 ∈ Tβ ∩ Tα
for the Heegaard diagram (Σ, β, α, z, w); similarly, L(LS) is represented by the
intersection point point x1 ∈ Tγ ∩ Tδ for the Heegaard diagram (Σ, γ, δ, z, w),
thought of as an element of CFK−(−YS , LS). In order to relate the Legendrian
invariants L(L) and L(LS) we will use the intermediate diagram (Σ, γ, α, z, w)
for (−YS , LS).
Specifically, we would like to find an intersection point y ∈ Tγ∩Tα representing
the Legendrian invariant for knot Floer homology of (−YS , LS), only using the
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Heegaard diagram (Σ, γ, α, z, w). In this case γi and αi meet in a single point
xi in P+1 for all i 6= 2. Special care must be taken for i = 2. Recall that γ2 and
α2 on P+1 are a perturbation c2 of DS(b2), and a2 respectively. If care is not
taken, these curves will be disjoint on P+1 . However, we make a finger move
on c2 to ensure it meets a2 in two points, as pictured in Figure 3, creating an
intersection point on P+1 representing the Legendrian invariant. Now, γ2 ∩ α2
consists of two points y1 and y2 on P+1 . For one of these choices y2 , we have
that y = (x1, y2, x3, . . . , xn) is a cycle in Tγ ∩Tα (where the other components
xi are ai ∩ bi as before), since there is no positive domain D supported in P+1
with nz(D) = 0 and with initial point y . This choice is illustrated in Figure 3.
a
a
c2
a bb
2
a c
z
w
z
w
S
1 11 1 2 2
Figure 3: Intermediate cycle. We start from an open book as on the left,
which supports both our initial Legendrian knot L, and also the Legendrian
knot S along which surgery is to be performed (note that this diagram is, in
general, stabilized by the addition of further one–handles equipped with ai– and
bi–curves). S here is represented by the dotted line, and L is recorded by the
pair of basepoints w and z . The curve c2 = DS(b2) on the right is obtained by
Dehn twist along S (after introducing a finger move). The components of the
“intermediate intersection point” y are indicated by the dots on the right–hand
side diagram. (Recall that the Heegaard diagram (Σ, γ, α, z, w) for (−YS , LS)
is gotten by γi = ci ∪ φ(bi), αi = ai ∪ ai .)
Lemma 3.1 The intersection point y ∈ Tγ ∩ Tβ (as represented by the dia-
gram (Σ, γ, α, z, w)) is a cycle in HFK−(−YS , LS).
Proof The statement is proved using the same mechanism which guarantees
that the distinguished intersection point for an adapted Heegaard diagram is
a cycle, cf. [12, 10]. Specifically, we argue that there is no nontrivial class
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φ ∈ pi2(y,y
′) with nz(φ) = 0. This follows from a direct analysis of the
Heegaard diagram.
Recall now that
FS,s : CFK
−(−Y,L) −→ CFK−(−YS , LS)
is the map induced by the map
CFK−(Σ, γ, β, z, w) ⊗ CFK−(Σ, β, α, z, w) −→ CFK−(Σ, γ, α, z, w),
which is obtained by counting holomorphic triangles representing the Spinc
structure s, after pairing with the canonical top–dimensional homology class Θ
for CFK−(Σ, γ, β, z, w). (We can think of Θ as represented by some intersection
point between Tβ and Tγ .)
Lemma 3.2 There is a unique Spinc structure s on the cobordism from Y to
YS for which the induced map FS,s(x0) is nontrivial, where here x0 = x(Y, ξ, L)
represents L(Y, ξ, L). For that choice, we have that
FS,s(x0) = y = (x1, y2, x3, . . . , xn).
Proof It is easy to see that the top–dimensional homology class of
HF−(#g−1(S1 × S2)) = HFK−(Σ, γ, β, z, w)
is represented by an intersection point Tγ ∩ Tα supported on the page P+1 ,
which we denote by Θγα . Moreover, there is a plainly visible Whitney triangle
ψ0 ∈ pi2(Θγα,x0,y), as illustrated on the left-hand picture in Figure 4. By
the Riemann mapping theorem, this triangle has a unique pseudo–holomorphic
representative. Let s denote the Spinc structure induced by this pseudo–
holomorphic triangle.
We claim that if ψ ∈ pi2(Θγα,x0,x2) is any homotopy class of Whitney triangles
with positive underlying domain and nz(ψ) = 0, then x2 = y and ψ = ψ0 . To
see this, we argue that any such ψ has the form ψ0 ∗ φ for some φ ∈ pi2(x2,y)
with nz(φ) = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, φ must be either trivial (the
case where ψ = ψ0 ) or it must have a negative local multiplicity somewhere.
In the latter case, it is easy to see that ψ0 ∗ φ must also have a negative local
multiplicity somewhere. It now follows that FS,t(x0) = 0 for all t 6= s, and
FS,s maps L(Y, ξ, L) to y , as claimed.
Next we will show that y , in fact, represents the Legendrian invariant L(YS , ξS , LS).
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Figure 4: Intermediate triangles. On the left, we have illustrated the trian-
gle in the Heegaard triple (Σ, γ, β, α, z, w), and on the right, we have triangles
for the Heegaard triple (Σ, γ, α, δ, z, w). The dark circles represent initial inter-
section points (Θγβ ∈ Tγ∩Tβ on the left, y ∈ Tγ∩Tα on the right), gray circles
represent intermediate ones (x0 ∈ Tβ∩Tα on the left, and Θαδ ∈ Tα∩Tδ on the
right), while the light ones represent the final intersection points (y ∈ Tγ ∩ Tα
on the left, x1 ∈ Tγ ∩ Tδ on the right).
Lemma 3.3 Under the homotopy equivalence
H : CFK−(Σ, γ, α, z, w) −→ CFK−(Σ, γ, δ, z, w)
given by handleslides, the intersection point y is mapped to x1 , representing
the Legendrian invariant of LS .
Proof The appropriate homotopy equivalence is now induced by counting
pseudo–holomorphic triangles in the Heegaard triple (Σ, β, γ, δ, z, w). As in-
dicated on the right–hand picture in Figure 4, we can find an intersection point
Θαδ ∈ Tα ∩ Tδ which represents the top–most homology class of
HF−(#g(S2 × S1)) = HFK−(Σ, α, δ, z, w).
Once again, we have a Whitney triangle, ψ0 ∈ pi2(y,Θαδ ,x1), evident on the
page P+1 , also illustrated on the right–hand picture in Figure 4, where x1 ∈
Tγ ∩ Tδ represents the Legendrian invariant. As before, if ψ ∈ pi2(y,Θαδ ,x
′)
is any homotopy class with positive domain and nz(ψ) = 0, then x
′ = x1 and
ψ = ψ0 . Thus, H(y) = x1 as claimed.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 According to Lemma 3.2 the map FS,s(L(L)) is non-
trivial for only one choice of s, for which it maps L(L) to a homology class
represented by y (which is a cycle, according to Lemma 3.1), and by Lemma 3.3
the cycle y , in fact, represents L(YS, ξS , LS), concluding the proof.
In applications, it is sometimes more convenient to work with ĤFK, the spe-
cialization of HFK− to U = 0. Specifically, recall that the specialization U = 0
provides a map
HFK−(−Y,L)→ ĤFK(−Y,L),
and the image of the Legendrian invariant L(L) under this map is denoted
by L̂(L). We have the corresponding maps F̂S,s induced by counting pseudo-
holomorphic triangles in the U = 0 context. In fact, by writing
F̂S =
∑
s∈Spinc(W )
F̂S,s,
Theorem 1.1 has the following specialization:
Corollary 3.4 Suppose that (YS , ξS , LS) is the result of contact (+1)–surgery
along S ⊂ (Y, ξ, L) and suppose futhermore that L ⊂ Y and LS ⊂ YS are
both null-homologous Legendrian knots. Then, for the induced map FS on
ĤFK(−Y,L) we have
F̂S(L̂(Y, ξ, L)) = L̂(YS , ξS , LS).
4 Gradings
In this section we turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 1.6, relating
the bigrading of the Legendrian invariant of a Legendrian knot L with the
classical Legendrian invariants of L. We start our discussion when the ambient
3–manifold Y is an integral homology 3–sphere, and consider the general case
at the end of the subsection.
4.1 Alexander gradings
Suppose that L ⊂ Y is an oriented knot in the intergral homology sphere Y .
Let F denote a Seifert surface for L. There is a natural map Spinc(Y,L) −→ Z
given by
t 7→
1
2
〈c1(t), F 〉, (4.1)
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where a relative Spinc structure t ∈ Spinc(Y,L) is regarded as a Spinc structure
tˆ on the 0–surgery along L. The pairing 〈c1(t), F 〉 is interpreted as integration
in the result of the 0–surgery, i.e.
〈c1(t), F 〉 = 〈c1(ˆt), Fˆ 〉,
where Fˆ is the surface we get by capping off the Seifert surface F . Since Y
is an integral homology sphere, the result will be independent of the particular
choice of F .
Since any intersection point x ∈ Tα∩Tβ for (Σ, β, α, z, w) determines a relative
Spinc structure, in view of the above definition we have an integral–valued
Alexander grading belonging to each intersection point in Tα ∩ Tβ .
Theorem 4.1 The integral Alexander grading of the Legendrian invariant
L(L) is given by the formula
2A(L(L)) = tb(L)− rot(L) + 1.
We start with some basic algebraic topology for open book decompositions,
and the corresponding interpretation of the rotation number. Then, we turn to
an interpretation of the rotation number and the Thurston–Bennequin invari-
ant in terms of a compatible Heegaard diagram. This will lead to a proof of
Theorem 4.1.
Recall that the open book decomposition can be given as a surface-with-boundary
P , together with a mapping class φ : P −→ P (fixing the boundary). We can
form the mapping torus, which is a three–manifold with torus boundary. Fill-
ing the tori (with appropriate slope), we form a three–manifold Y (φ) equipped
with an open book decomposition. By applying positive stabilizations, we can
assume that the binding ∂P is connected; we will always assume this extra
hypothesis on our chosen open book decomposition.
Lemma 4.2 An element [L] ∈ H1(P ) is in the kernel of H1(P ) −→ H1(Y (φ))
if and only if it can be written as [L] = φ∗(Z)− Z for some Z ∈ H1(P ).
Proof Note that L has linking number zero with the binding. It then follows
that if the homology class [L] is in the kernel of H1(P ) −→ H1(Y (φ)), then L
is already null–homologous in the mapping torus M(φ) of φ. Now, M(φ) is
homotopy equivalent to the two-complex obtained from P by attaching cylin-
ders whose boundary components have the form φ∗(Z) − Z . The result now
follows.
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Definition 4.3 Let f : p −→ Σ be a map of a two-manifold p with boundary
into a surface Σ, which has the property that the boundary of p is immersed
in Σ. The Euler measure of this map is defined as the relative Chern number
of f∗(Σ), relative to natural trivialization of its boundary inherited from the
boundary, thought of as immersed curves in Σ. The Euler measure depends
on f only through its induced underlying two–chain. For more on the Euler
measure, see [22, Section 7.1]. The Euler measure of p will be denoted by e(p).
We descibe a way to identify the rotation number of the Legendrian knot in
the Heegaard diagram. The contact distribution defines a complex line bundle
over Y (φ) whose restriction to the the mapping torus (thought of as a subset
of Y (φ)) coincides with its “tangents along the fiber”.
Lemma 4.4 Let L ⊂ Y (φ) be a null-homologous knot supported in a fiber P
for the open book decomposition. Let p be a two-chain with ∂p = [L] + (Z −
φ∗(Z)) for the one–cycle Z found in Lemma 4.2. Then, the rotation number of
the Legendrian knot L is calculated by the Euler measure of p.
Proof We can construct a two–chain F with boundary L as follows. F is
composed of p, thought of as supported in a fiber of the open book, and then
along each boundary cycle of type Z , we attach a cylinder which traverses the
mapping torus, meeting P again along the corresponding component of φ(Z).
Along these cylinders, the fiberwise tangent bundle is naturally trivialized by
the tangents of F ∩Pt . Along p, the contact bundle coincides with the tangent
bundle to p. The result now follows.
Consider next a basis subordinate to the homologically essential knot L ⊂ P ,
that is, {a1, ..., ag} is a basis for H1(P, ∂P ) with the property that a2, ..., ag
are disjoint from L and a1 meets it in a single transverse intersection point.
We can close off the arcs to get a basis for H1(P ). The Thurston–Bennequin
number of L can be read off from these data as follows.
Lemma 4.5 Suppose L is null-homologous in Y (φ) so that, according to
Lemma 4.2, [L] = φ∗(Z)− Z . Then, writing Z in the above basis as
Z =
g∑
i=1
ni · ai,
we find that n1 is the Thurston–Bennequin invariant of L, where here we have
oriented a1 so that #L ∩ a1 = +1.
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Proof Recall that the Heegaard surface Σ associated to the open book decom-
position is gotten by doubling P along its boundary, Σ = P+1 ∪ (−P−1). We
let αi be the curve gotten by doubling ai , αi = ai ∪ ai and for the perturbed
arcs bi we get βi = bi ∪ φ(bi).
Thus, the Heegaard diagram at P+1 ⊂ Σ has a standard form (independent of
the monodromy map). Our knot L is adapted to the Heegaard diagram if it
can be drawn on P+1 so that it meets only α1 and β1 . The curve L up to
isotopy is in fact determined by any two points w and z in the two different
components of L−L∩α1−L∩ β1 . L can be thought of now as a union of two
arcs, ξ crossing only α1 and η crossing only β1 .
In the proof we will modify our Heegaard diagram in a way that it will acco-
modate the 0–surgery along L, and hence the Seifert surface will be visible as a
periodic domain. We stabilize Σ once to obtain a new Heegaard diagram which
corresponds to a Heegaard splitting with the property that L is supported in-
side of the β -handlebody. Specifically, we let Σ′ be the surface obtained by
attaching a one–handle to Σ with feet at w and z . We introduce a new circle
β0 which is dual to the one–handle, and a circle α0 which meets β0 at a single
point, running through the one–handle, and completed by the arc η outside
the handle. The curve β0 is a meridian for L. Let γ0 be a circle which runs
through the new one-handle so as not to meet α0 , and runs along ξ in the
surface. See Figure 5 for an illustration.
The Heegaard diagram (Σ′, {α0, ..., αg}, {β0, ..., βg}) obtained by the above mod-
ification still represents Y . Moreover, (Σ′, {α0, ..., αg}, {γ0, β1, ..., βg}) repre-
sents the three-manifold gotten by performing surgery on L with its Thurston–
Bennequin framing. Other integral surgeries on L are represented by replacing
γ0 by a suitable smoothing δm of γ0 +mβ0 with m ∈ Z. The zero–surgery is
characterized by the property that there is a periodic domain p, containing δm
with multiplicity one along its boundary.
We claim that δm appears as a boundary component for a periodic domain
in (Σ′, {α0, ..., αg}, {δm, β1, ..., βg}) precisely when m = n1 (in the notation of
Lemma 4.5). We construct this periodic domain in three pieces, A, B , and
C which we define presently. Let L denote the copy of L in P−1 ⊂ Σ. The
two-chain A is chosen so that
∂A− α0 − γ0 + L ∈ Span([αi]
g
i=2);
the two-chain B has the property that
∂B − L ∈ Span([β0], [αi − βi]
g
i=1),
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Figure 5: Stabilizing the Heegaard diagram for an open book. On the
left, we have pictured P+1 , thought of as an annulus, with L indicated by a
dotted line (and the two basepoints w and z ). On the right, we have indicated
a stabilization: the two grey circles represent the feet of a one-handle to be
added. The curves α0 and γ0 run through this one-handle.
hence gives a relation between L, and a linear combination of β0 , and the
{αi − βi}
g
i=1 . Finally, C is a two–chain connecting β0 , γ0 , and δm , i.e.
∂C = δm − γ0 −mβ0,
see the picture in Figure 6.
The chain A exists, as follows. Recall that Σ′ is obtained by stabilizing Σ =
P ∪ (−P ). We see that α0 + γ0 is homologous in Σ
′ to a copy of L, which
we think of as supported in Σ (i.e. it is supported away from the stabilization
region in Σ′ ). It suffices now to show that L−L, thought of now as a curve in Σ,
is homologous to a sum of the αi (with i > 1). We see this as follows. Cutting
P along ai with i > 2, we end up with an annulus X with some boundary arcs
given by ai , and containing L as its core. Thus L separates P − a2 − ... − ag
into two components C1 and C2 . Similarly, if we cut Σ = P ∪ (−P ) along the
αi = ai∪ai (i > 1), we see that the union of L and L separates Σ−α2− ...−αg
into two components, C1∪(−C1), and C2∪(−C2). We let A be the appropriate
component (as determined by orientations).
The chain B is constructed from the two–chain p from Lemma 4.2, and by
drilling out the disk with multiplicity m in the region between α1 and β1 , i.e.
∂B contains L with multiplicity one, α1 with multiplicity −n1 , and so contains
β0 with multiplicity n1 . The chain C exists from the construction of δm .
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Figure 6: Two–chain of type C when m = 3. Its various local multiplicities
are indicated.
The condition that m = n1 ensures that, in the boundary of the sum A+B+C ,
the multiplicity of β0 is zero. Since the multiplicity of γ0 is also zero, we see
that A+B + C actually represents a periodic domain for the zero–surgery, as
claimed.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 We think of
(Σ, {δm, β
′
1, ..., β
′
g}, {β0, ..., βg}{α0, ..., αg}, z)
(where β′i are small isotopic translates of βi ) as a Heegaard triple representing
the two–handle cobordism corresponding to the zero–surgery on L ⊂ Y (φ).
Generators for Tβ∩Tγ have “nearby” representatives in Tδ∩Tα , as in Figure 7.
The Alexander grading of x can be calculated by the Alexander grading of the
corresponding nearby point x′ , since the two can be connected by a triangle
ψ ∈ pi2(Θ,x,x
′) with nw(ψ) = nz(ψ) = 0 (cf. [21, Section 2.3]). In turn, the
Alexander grading of x′ is calculated with the help of the formula
〈c1(s(x
′)), [F̂ ]〉 = 2px′(p˜) + e(p˜),
where here p˜ is a periodic domain representing the homology class of F̂ , and
px′(p˜) denotes the sum of the local multiplicities of p˜ at the components of x
′
cf. [23, Proposition 7.5]. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we construct a two–
chain representing a periodic domain in the zero–surgery, cut into three pieces
A, B , and C (in the notation from the previous proof). We claim that
2px′(A) + e(A) = 0. (4.2)
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Figure 7: Nearby generator. The large grey circles represent the handle
(compare Figure 5); the black circles represent the original generator (using
β0 ) while the grey one represents the surgery.
To see this, we argue as follows. Note that px0(A) =
1
2 . There are three types
of remaining component of xi ∈ x
′ with i > 0: those which are contained in the
interior of A, those which are disjoint from the closure of A (like x1 ), and those
which are contained in the boundary of A. At those which are not contained
in the closure of A, pxi(A) = 0. At those which are in the interior, pxi(A) = 1.
At those which are on the boundary, pxi(A) =
1
2 . But also it is easy to see that
the Euler measure of A is given by
e(A) = −1−#{i
∣∣pxi(A) = 12} − 2#{i
∣∣pxi(A) = 1};
indeed A is a connected surface of genus #{i
∣∣pxi(A) = 1}, and whose number
of boundary components is given by 3 + #{i > 0
∣∣pxi(A) = 12}. Equation (4.2)
now follows.
We also claim that
px′(B) = n1. (4.3)
Indeed, px0(B) = n1 (since x0 lies in the region between α1 and β1 ), while for
all i > 0, pxi(B) = 0 since at each xi ∈ x
′ which meets B , the four corners
have local multiplicities 0, ni , 0, and −ni . From the relationship between B
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and p, it is clear that
e(B) = −(e(p) − n1), (4.4)
since B is obtained from p by removing a disk with multiplicity n1 , and we
evaluate on the (−P−1)–side of the Heegaard surface (reversing the sign of the
result).
Finally,
e(C) = 0 and px′(C) = −n1 +
1
2
. (4.5)
The first of these follows directly by inspecting the region C (see Figure 6). For
the second, observe that px′i(C) = 0 except when i = 0, in which case px′0(C) =
−n1 +
1
2 (compare Figure 7, and the domain for C pictured in Figure 6).
Combining Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), we conclude that
〈c1(s(x
′)), [F̂ ]〉 = e(p) − n1 + 1.
In view of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, the theorem now follows.
Consider now the case of general ambient 3–manifold Y . In this case both the
Alexander grading A and the rotation number rot (as integer–valued invariants)
require an additional choice: we need to fix a Seifert surface F for L. Indeed,
AF (x) is defined by the formula (4.1) with t = tx being the relative Spin
c
structure of x, while rotF (L) is the integral of the relative Euler class of the
oriented 2–plane bundle ξ on F , with the trivialization of ξ∂F given by the
oriented tangent vectors of L. With this choice, the quantities AF (L(L)) and
rotF (L) are well–defined and we get
Theorem 4.6 For a fixed Seifert surface F of the Legendrian knot L ⊂ (Y, ξ)
we have
2AF (L(L)) = tb(L)− rotF (L) + 1.
Proof In Lemma 4.2 we can choose the decomposition [L] = φ∗(Z)−Z in such
a way that the Seifert surface resulting from Z by Lemma 4.4 is homologous
to F in the relative homology group H2(Y,L). The rest of the proof is then
applies verbatim.
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4.2 Maslov gradings
Equation (1.2) is much easier to establish. In fact, we establish the following
more general version:
Theorem 4.7 Let (Y, ξ) be a contact three–manifold with the property that
c1(ξ) is a torsion homology class, so that ĈF(Y, s(ξ)) has a rational Maslov
grading, and also the two–plane field ξ has a Hopf invariant d3(ξ) ∈ Q. Suppose
moreover that L ⊂ Y is a null–homologous Legendrian knot. Then, we have
that
2A(L(L)) −M(L(L)) = d3(ξ).
For more on the absolute (rational) Maslov grading on ĈF(Y, t) where c1(t)
is a torsion class, see [20]. In defininig the Hopf invariant d3(ξ) of the 2–
plane field underlying the contact structure ξ , we follow the convention used in
[24]. Notice that when c1(ξ) is torsion, the Alexander grading A(L(L)) of the
Legendrian invariant and the rotation number rot(L) of the Legendrian knot
are independent of the chosen Seifert surface.
We can continue to think of CFK−(Y, t) as a bigraded group, with a Maslov
grading induced from CF−(Y, t), and with an Alexander grading (which or-
dinarily we think of as given by relative Spinc structures compatible with t)
defined as half the first Chern class of the relative Spinc structure evaluated on
a Seifert surface for K . This latter quantity will be denoted by s.
Consider the map
F : CFK−(−Y,L, t, s) −→ ĈF(−Y, t)
gotten by setting U = 1, and then viewing z as the basepoint for ĈF(−Y, t).
Proposition 4.8 The map F sends CFK−d (−Y,L, t, s) −→ ĈFd−2s(−Y, t).
Proof For each given s, the map F clearly preserves the relative Maslov
grading, as that is given by µ(φ) where φ ∈ pi2(x,y) satisfies nw(φ) = nz(φ) =
0. Moreover, if φ ∈ pi2(x,y) satisfies nw(φ) = 0 and nz(φ) = k , so that
A(x) − A(y) = k , then under the specialization, we see that φ drops Maslov
grading by 2k . It follows at once that there is a constant c with the property
that F sends CFK−d (−Y,L, t, s) to ĈFd−2s−c(−Y, t). The fact c = 0 follows
from conjugation symmetry of Floer homology.
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Proof of Theorem 4.7. The construction of the Legendrian invariant L(L)
implies that F (L(L)) = c(Y, ξ), where here c(Y, ξ) ∈ ĈF(−Y ) is the con-
tact invariant from [24]. By [24] the Maslov grading of the contact invariant
is M(c(ξ)) = −d3(ξ), hence Proposition 4.8 above implies that M(L(L)) −
2A(L(L)) = −d3(ξ), concluding the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.6 Theorem 1.6 is now a combination of Theorems 4.1
and 4.7.
5 Transverse simplicity of knots in (S3, ξst)
5.1 The Eliashberg–Chekanov knots
We will demonstrate the power of the transformation rule proved in Section 3
by computing the invariants of the Eliashberg–Chekanov Legendrian knots and
verify Theorem 1.3. To this end, consider the Legendrian knot E(k, l) given by
Figure 8.
.
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Figure 8: The Legendrian knots E(k, l). These knots are smoothly isotopic
to En , with k + l − 1 = n.
Proposition 5.1 The knot E(k, l) is a Legendrian knot in the standard
contact 3–sphere smoothly isotopic to the Eliashberg–Cheknov knot En with
k+ l−1 = n, cf. [5]. The Thurston–Bennequin and rotation numbers of E(k, l)
are given as tb(E(k, l)) = 1 and rot(E(k, l)) = 0.
Corollary 5.2 The Legendrian invariant L(E(k, l)) is a nonzero element of
the knot Floer homology group HFK−2 (−S
3, En, 1).
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Proof According to the nonvanishing of the invariant in a Stein fillable con-
tact 3–manifold, we get L(E(k, l)) 6= 0. The Alexander and Maslov gradings of
L(E(k, l)) can be computed from the rotation and Thurston–Bennequin num-
bers (given in Proposition 5.1) through the formulae of Theorem 1.6.
Let k = n+12 . The knot Floer homology group HFK
−(−S3, En) = HFK
−(S3,m(En)) =
HFK−(m(En)) for n ≥ 1 and odd is given as
HFK−M (m(En), A) =


Fk (A = 1,M = 2)
Fk (A = 0,M = 1)
F (A = −i ≤ 0,M = −2i).
Also, ĤFK(m(En)) (which can be read off directly from the Alexander polyno-
mial and the signature of the knot since En is an alternating knot, see [18, 26])
is given as
ĤFKM (m(En), A) =


Fk (A = 1,M = 2)
Fn (A = 0,M = 1)
Fk (A = −1,M = 0).
Corollary 5.3 The Legendrian invariant L̂(E(k, l)) is a nonzero element of
the knot Floer group ĤFK(m(En)).
Proof The explicit description of the specialization map HFK−(m(En)) →
ĤFK(m(En)) (when setting U = 0) and the fact that the invariant lives in
bidegree (A = 1,M = 2) readily implies the corollary.
We would like to verify that the Legendrian knots E(k, l) with k + l − 1 = n,
k, l odd and k ≤ l have different Legendrian invariants. As usual, we use ĤFK,
implying the similar distinction result for the invariants in the HFK−–groups.
Theorem 5.4 Let us fix a knot En ⊂ S
3 . There are identifications of
ĤFK(S3,m(E(k, l))) with ĤFK(S3,m(En)), for k + l − 1 = n, k, l odd such
that the images of the the Legendrian invariants L̂(E(k, l)) and L̂(E(k′, l′)) are
equal in ĤFK(S3,m(En)) if and only if k = k
′ and l = l′ .
The action of the mapping class group taken into account, this statement gives
Proof of Theorem 1.3 Since En is a two–bridge knot, which is not a torus
knot, and by [8] all non–torus 2–bridge knots are hyperbolic, [28, Theorem 2.7]
implies that the mapping class group MCG(S3, En) is isomorphic to Z/2Z. The
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Legendrian knots E(k, l) and E(l, k) are Legendrian isotopic [5, Theorem 4.1],
hence under the action of the mapping class group the element L̂(E(k, l)) is
mapped to L̂(E(l, k)). This identifies the Z/2Z–action of MCG(S3, En) on
the knot Floer homology group ĤFK2(m(En), 1), and shows that L̂(E(k, l))
and L̂(E(k′, l′)) are in different MCG(Y,L)–orbits, provided k, l, k′, l′ are odd,
k + l − 1 = k′ + l′ − 1 = n, k ≤ l, k′ ≤ l′ and k 6= k′ . This shows that
the corresponding Legendrian knots and their negative stabilizations are not
isotopic, concluding the proof of the theorem.
Remark 5.5 Notice that the above result, in conjunction with [5, Theo-
rems 2.2 and 4.2] shows that among the knots given by positive transverse
push–offs of the diagram of Figure 8 there are exactly dn4 e transversely non–
isotopic. It is still an open question whether there are further transverse rep-
resentatives of En with self–linking number 1 not transverse isotopic to any of
the transverse push–offs of the Legendrian knots considered above.
For the proof of Theorem 5.4, consider the 2–component Legendrian link of
Figure 9. Notice that the linking number of the two knots is zero. The smooth
.
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.
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(k−1)/2 (l−1)/2
=
−1
Figure 9: The Legendrian knot E(k, l) together with an unknot.
diagram underlying Figure 9 is given by Figure 10. Applying contact (−1)–
surgery on the unknot component of Figure 9, we get a Legendrian knot E′(k, l)
in the lens space L(m + 1, 1) with contact structure ξk,l . Let S denote the
Legendrian push–off of the unknot in Figure 9. It is a standard fact in contact
topology that contact (+1)–surgery along S cancels the first contact (−1)–
surgery, and hence provides the standard contact 3–sphere with the Legendrian
knot E(k, l) in it. The surgery along S induces the map
F̂S : ĤFK(−L(m+ 1, 1), E
′(k, l)) → ĤFK(−S3, E(k, l)).
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−m−1
−m
Figure 10: The smooth knots of Figure 9. We let m = n+12 .
(Notice the orientation reversal on the 3–manifolds.)
Proposition 5.6 The Legendrian invariants L̂(E′(k, l)) are all distinct, and
the map F̂S is injective on the subgroup of the knot Floer homology with
Alexander grading 1.
Proof The surgery along S , with orientation reversed, gives rise to a distin-
guished triangle of knots, depicted in Figure 11. For simplicity, here we slid
the surgery curve S over the unknot to which it is a Legendrian push–off,
resulting in a meridional unknot with framing 0. As it was explained in Subsec-
tion 2.3, such a distinguished triangle of knots induces an exact triangle on the
knot Floer homology groups. In addition, since the surgery curve and the knot
under inspection gives zero linking, we can consider groups only with a fixed
Alexander grading, since all maps do respect that Alexander gradings. Since
L̂(L) is a nonzero element with Alexander grading 1, we examine the A = 1
groups only.
The third term of the triangle is an unknot in the lens space −L(m, 1), therefore
at Alexander grading 1 the corresponding knot Floer group vanishes, implying
that the map F̂S is an isomorphism on that particular Alexander grading.
The element L(E′(k, l)) specializes to c(L(m+ 1, 1), ξk,l) under the specializa-
tion U = 1. Since ξk,l and ξk′,l′ induce the same Spin
c structure only if k = k′
and l = l′ , we conclude that the invariants L(E′(k, l)) are different for different
k ’s.
Proof of Theorem 5.4 The injectivity of F̂S and the fact that all L̂(E
′(k, l))
are different, together with the naturality formula
F̂S(L̂(E
′(k, l)) = L̂(E(k, l))
concludes the proof.
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Figure 11: The distinguished triangle of knots induced by the surgery
along S (after the reversal of orientation). Recall that m = n+12 .
5.2 Two–bridge knots
The method of the above argument can be generalized to find further examples
of knot types containing distinct transverse knots with identical self–linking
numbers. Here we formulate a result exploiting the same ideas used above,
and then provide some further families where this principle can be used. The
candidates will be constructed through the Legendrian satellite construction
described in [16] — in fact, the Eliashberg–Chekanov knots considered above
are special cases of this construction.
Let us start by recalling the Legendrian satellite construction. To this end, let
L˜ denote a Legendrian link in S1×R2 , which can be conveniently depicted by
cutting S1 open at a point, hence L˜ can be drawn in a box, cf. [16, Figure 22].
Now for a Legendrian knot L consider its standard neighbourhood. By an
appropriate contactomorphism between this solid torus and the one containing
L˜ we can embed L˜ into the neighbourhood of L. We define S(L, L˜) as this
new Legendrian knot. If w(L˜) denotes the winding number of L˜ in S1 × R2 ,
then we have
tb(S(L, L˜)) = (w(L˜))2 tb(L) + tb(L˜) (5.1)
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and
rot(S(L, L˜)) = (w(L˜))2 rot(L) + rot(L˜). (5.2)
Consequently, in case w(L˜) = 0, the Thurston–Bennequin and the rotation
numbers of S(L, L˜) are independent of L.
Suppose that L˜ is a Legendrian solid–torus knot with w(L˜) = 0, and U(a, b)
is a Legendrian realization of the unknot, with tb(U(k, l)) = −1− (a+ b) and
rot(U(a, b)) = a − b. Let Lk,l = S(U(a, b), L˜) denote the Legendrian satellite
of U(a, b) with L˜, where here k = 2a + 1 and l = 2b + 1. Let K0 denote the
knot (in some lens space) given by the sugery description of Figure 12. Let
a+b+1
m(L)~
a+b+2
m(L)~
a+b+1
1
K
0 K 0
Figure 12: The third knot K0 in the distinguished triangle of knots.
g(K0) denote genus of the knot K0 . (By [17], this quantity bounds the largest
Alexander grading with nontrivial knot Floer homology in HFK−(Y,K0).)
Theorem 5.7 Let k = 2a+1 and l = 2b+1. If tb(L˜) + rot(L˜) > 2g(K0)− 1
and the symmetry group of the smooth knot underlying Lk,l ⊂ S
3 is of order
t then the knot type of Lk,l admits at least d
k+l−1
2t e transversely non–isotopic
transverse representatives.
Proof The same set–up as for the Eliashberg–Chekanov knots provides the
Legendrian knots L′k,l in the lens space L(a + b + 2, 1), and the map induced
by the (+1)–surgery is an isomorphism again, since in the surgery triangle the
third term vanishes. This vanishing is because in the Alexander grading A =
1
2 (tb(Lk,l)+rot(Lk,l)+1) =
1
2(tb(L˜)+rot(L˜)+1) the knot Floer homology group
of K0 vanishes by the assumption. Now the analogue of Proposition 5.6 provides
different invariants before the action of the mapping class group MCG(S3, Lk,l)
is taken into account. Since in ĤFK(S3,m(Lk,l))/MCG(S
3, Lk,l) we will still
have at least dk+l−12t e different invariants, the proof follows.
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A simple example of L˜ with w(L˜) = 0, tb = 1 and K0=Unknot is given by
Figure 13. Notice that the orientation depicted in the figure implies that there
are an even number of crossings in the projection. Since the knots S(U(a, b), L˜)
.
..
.
. .
Figure 13: Further examples.
are all 2–bridge knots, and those knots have small symmetry groups provided
they are not torus knots, we find further examples of transversely non–simple
families of knot types.
There are various ways to further generalize this construction. For example,
the top crossing of Figure 13 can be replaced with a sequence of crossings, as
it is shown in Figure 14. In order to get a knot, rather than a link, we require
.
.
.
.
.
.
.. .
d
crossings
c crossings
Figure 14: Iterating the construction
the parity of the number c of these new crossings to be odd. The Thurston–
Bennequin number of the knot S(U(a, b), L˜) with L˜ given by Figure 14 (with
strands simply passing through the gray box) can be easily computed to be
equal to c, while the Euler characteristic of a Seifert surface of K0 appearing
in Theorem 5.7 is 1− c. (Notice that K0 is, in fact, isotopic to the (2, c) torus
knot.) Since Lk,l = S(U(a, b), L˜) with k = 2a+1 and l = 2b+1 for k+ l > 2 is
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a 2–bridge knot which is not a torus knot, its mapping class group is known to
be isomorphic to Z/2Z, hence Theorem 5.7 shows that the knot types appearing
in this construction (with k+ l > 2, both odd) are not transversely simple. The
above construction admits a further generalization as follows:
Theorem 5.8 Suppose that p
q
∈ Q has the continued fractions expansion
p
q
= [a1, ..., a2m+1] = a1 +
1
a2 +
1
. . .+ 1
a2m+1
,
and suppose that
• a2 and a3 are odd,
• all ai for i 6= 2, 3 are even and
• m ≥ 1.
Let K = K(p, q) be the corresponding two-bridge knot. Then, K admits at
least da14 e distinct transverse realizations with self–linking number sl equal to
m∑
i=1
a2i+1.
Proof Consider the sequence L˜i (i = 1, . . . ,m) of solid torus knots given by
Figure 14, where the parameters ci, di are chosen so that c1, d1 are both odd,
while ci, di are even for i > 1. Starting with i = m, copy L˜i into the gray
box of L˜i−1 . The parity assumptions on ci , di ensure that L˜i can be drawn
in the indicated box of L˜i−1 with consistent orientations. At the end of this
process we get a solid torus link L˜, with w(L˜) = 0. We use it to define the set
of Legendrian knots Lk,l = S(U(a, b), L˜) with k = 2a+1, l = 2b+1 as before.
To calculate the Thurston-Bennequin number, we argue as follows. According
to Equation (5.1), tb(S(L, L˜)) = tb(L˜). To calculate this, observe first that all
crossings in the diagram are positive; hence the writhe is the total number of
crossings. Moreover, in the L˜i template, the di crossings cancel with the left
cusps, leaving only the ci to contribute to the Thurston-Bennequin invariant.
Consequently,
tb(Lk,l) =
m∑
i=1
ci.
Applying Seifert’s algorithm, we see that the negative of the Euler characteris-
tics of a Seifert surface for the knot K0 appearing in Theorem 5.7 is equal to
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(
∑m
i=1 ci)−1. The rotation number rot(L˜) is zero, therefore by Equation (5.2),
we see that rot(Lk,l) = 0 as well. This implies that the self–linking number
sl(Tk,l) of the transverse push–off of Lk,l is equal to
∑m
i=1 ci.
In fact, it is easy to see that Lk,l is the two-bridge knot K(p, q) with
p
q
=
[a1, ..., a2m+1], where a1 = k + l , a2i = di , a2i+1 = ci . Since m ≥ 1, this is
not a torus knot. Thus, applying [8] and [28] as before, we conclude that the
mapping class group has order two. Hence, Theorem 5.7 provides the stated
result.
6 Mapping class group actions
We construct here the mapping class group action on knot Floer homology. Our
discussion here is built on the constructions from [25] (which dealt, however,
with Heegaard Floer homology for closed three-manifolds), combined with [21].
A marked Heegaard diagram for a pointed knot (Y,K, p) is a Heegaard diagram
(Σ, {α1, ..., αg}, {β1, ..., βg}, w, z)
for Y so that w and z determine K , and w corresponds to the marked point
p ∈ K . We can associate a Heegaard Floer complex CFK−(Σ, α, β, w, z) to this
doubly-pointed Heegaard diagram, provided that it satisfies a suitable weak
admissibility condition, see [23].
Proposition 6.1 Suppose that (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) and (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2) are
two marked Heegaard diagrams for (Y,K). Then, these two diagrams can be
connected by Heegaard moves in the sense that there are the following data:
• marked diagrams (Σ, α3, β3, w, z) and (Σ, α4, β4, w, z) obtained by stabi-
lizing (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) and (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2) respectively;
• a sequence of handleslides and isotopies from (Σ, α3, β3, w, z) to (Σ, α4, β4, w, z)
respectively, so that none of the α-curves crosses either w or z during
the handleslides and isotopies.
Proof This is a modification of the usual Reidemeister-Singer theorem, stating
that two Heegaard diagrams for Y can be connected by stabilizations, de–
stabilizations, handleslides, and isotopies. We fix a Morse function f0 near K ,
with one index 3 and one index 0 critical point on K , and consider extensions
of this fixed Morse function to Y .
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Consider the following definition (the map defined by a strong equivalence in
the sense of [23, Lemma 2.13]).
Definition 6.2 Suppose that (Σ, α3, β3, w, z) and (Σ, α4, β4, w, z) are admis-
sible Heegaard diagrams for Y which differ only by handleslides and isotopies.
Let α5 , β5 be isotopic translates of the α3 , β3 , so that (Σ, α5, β5, w, z) is also
an admissible diagram for Y , and (Σ, α4, α5, w, z) and (Σ, β5, β4, w, z) are both
weakly admissible Heegaard diagrams for #g(S2 × S1). We define a map, up
to overall multiplication by ±1,
Φ3,4 : CFK
−(Σ, α3, β3, w, z) −→ CFK−(Σ, α4, β4, w, z)
as a composite
CFK−(Σ, α3, β3, w, z)
Γ
−−−−→ CFK−(Σ, α5, β5, w, z)
Θ
α4α5
⊗·⊗Θ
β5β4
−−−−−−−−−−−→ CFK−(Σ, α4, β4, w, z),
where here the first map is induced by isotopies, and defined using continuation
maps (i.e. counting holomorphic disks with time-dependent boundary condi-
tions), while the second is defined by counting pseudo-holomorphic trianlges,
cf. [25, Section 2.3].
Given any two marked Heegaard diagrams (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) and (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2),
for suitable choices of almost-complex structure, the stabilization/destabilization
maps give identifications
f1,3 : CFK
−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ CFK−(Σ, α3, β3, w, z)
f4,2 : CFK
−(Σ, α4, β4, w, z) −→ CFK−(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2).
Define the map Ψ1,2 by f4,2 ◦ Φ3,4 ◦ f1,3 . According to the following variant
of [23, Theorem 2.1], the induced map
(Ψ1,2)∗ : HFK
−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ HFK−(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
is independent of all the choices made; that is
Theorem 6.3 ([23, Theorem 2.1]) If (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) and (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
are two marked Heegaard diagrams for (Y,K), then the connecting Heegaard
moves from Proposition 6.1 induce a chain map
Ψ1,2 : CFK
−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ CFK−(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
whose chain homotopy class, up to multiplication by ±1, is independent of the
intermediate stages.
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Definition 6.4 A homeomorphism of Heegaard diagrams is a map
f : (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
which is a homeomorphism from Σ1 to Σ2 , carrying the set α1 = {α1j}
g
j=1 to
the set α2 = {α2j}
g
j=1 , β
1 to β2 , w1 to w2 , and z1 to z2 .
A homeomorphism
f : (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
of Heegaard diagrams induces a continuous map from Symg(Σ1) to Symg(Σ2)
carrying Tα1 and Tβ1 to Tα2 and Tβ2 respectively. This induces a map of
chain complexes
Ξ1,2(f) : CFK
−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ CFK−(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2).
Definition 6.5 Suppose that F : (Y,K) −→ (Y,K) is a homeomorphism (fix-
ing K pointwise). Choose a Heegaard diagram (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) for (Y,K, p).
The map F induces another homeomorphic diagram
(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2) = (F (Σ1), F (α1), F (β1), F (w1), F (z1)),
together with an induced homeomorphism
f : (Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1) −→ (Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2).
We define the action of F on the (projectivized) Floer homology of (Y,K) to
be the composite
HFK−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1)
Ξ1,2(f)∗
−−−−−→ HFK−(Σ2, α2, β2, w2, z2)
(Ψ2,1)∗
−−−−→ HFK−(Σ1, α1, β1, w1, z1).
The resulting map will be denoted by
A(F ) : HFK−(Y,K)/ ± 1 −→ HFK−(Y,K)/ ± 1.
Theorem 6.6 The above map
F ∈ Diff+(Y,K) 7→ A(F ) ∈ Aut(HFK−(Y,K)/ ± 1)
descends to a well-defined action of the mapping class group of (Y,K) on knot
Floer homology.
Proof It is clear from the construction that if F1, F2 ∈ Diff
+(Y,K), then
A(F1) ◦ A(F2) = A(F1 ◦ F2).
Next, we claim that if Ft : (Y,K) −→ (Y,K) is an isotopy with the property
that F0 is the identity map, then there is some  > 0 with the property that
for all |t| < , A(Ft) acts as the identity map.
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We argue as follows. Choose an allowed generic almost-complex structure, so
that for any x,y ∈ Tα ∩ Tβ , and any non–constant φ ∈ pi2(x,y) with the
property µ(φ) = 0, the moduli space M̂(φ) is empty. It follows that in the
continuation map Γ (defined by counting time-dependent boundary conditions),
if t is sufficiently small and the moduli space for the continuation M̂(x,y′) (for
x ∈ Tα ∩Tβ and y
′ ∈ T′α ∩T
′
β ) is non–empty, then the homotopy class φ must
correspond to the constant map. It follows that Γ: CFK−(Σ, α1, β1, w, z) −→
CFK−(Σ, α2, β2, w, z) is the closest-point map, provided that α2 and β2 are
sufficiently close to α1 and β1 ; and also that M̂(x′,y′) is empty for all φ ∈
pi2(x
′,y′) with µ(φ) = 0, where x′,y′ ∈ Tα2 ∩ Tβ2 .
Now, we choose α3, β3 to be an exact Hamiltonian translate of the pair α2, β2 .
We claim that in this case, for sufficiently small translates, the map induced by
triangles is also a nearest point map. This is seen by identifying the map from
the continuation map Γ (associated to the isotopy of α3 with α2 and β3 with
β2 ) with the map defined by counting pseudo-holomorphic triangles, and then
appealing to the previous paragraph. The identification of Γ and the triangle
map (in a related context) can be found in [11, Proposition 11.3]; we sketch this
argument here. The continuation map (in the case where only the β–circles
are moving, while the α–circles stay fixed, for notational simplicity) can be
thought of as counting pseudo-holomorphic triangles with one corner smoothed
out, which map one boundary edge to Tα , another to Tβ , the third to T
′
β (be-
longing to an isotopic translate of Tβ ), and following some fixed isotopy of Tβ
to T′β along the rounded edge. Stretching out the rounded edge, we obtain a
chain homotopy between this map, and the map induced by counting pseudo-
holomorphic triangles for the Heegaard triple (Σ, α, β, β′, w, z), which is some
cycle in CFK−(Σ, β, β′, w, z) (which we can think of as the relative invariant of
the isotopy). The fact that both maps induce Maslov grading-preserving iso-
morphisms on Floer homology ensures that the relative invariant represents the
top–dimensional homology generator of HFK−(Σ, β, β′, w, z). This completes
the identification of the continuation map with the map induced by pseudo-
holomorphic triangles, on the level of homology. (We have explained here the
case where only the β circles are moving; the case where both α– and β–circles
are moving follows with straightforward notational changes.)
Finally, observe that the map induced by the homeomorphism Ft is also a
closest-point map. Thus, for all t sufficiently small, A(Ft) acts by the identity
on homology.
By the compactness of [0, 1] we conclude that any F which is isotopic to
the identity acts by the identity map on knot Floer homology. Consequently
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the action of Diff+(Y,K) descends to an action of Diff+(Y,K)/Diff+0 (Y,K) =
MCG(Y,K) on HFK−(Y,K), concluding the proof.
Note that if F : (Y1,K1, p1) −→ (Y2,K2, p2) is a homeomorphism, then Defini-
tion 6.5 can be adapted to define a map
HFK−(Y1,K1, p1) −→ HFK
−(Y2,K2, p2),
which is well-defined up to the above action of the mapping class group of
(Y2,K2).
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